AI-Powered Web Intelligence
Cobwebs Technologies is a worldwide leader in web intelligence. Our innovative solutions are tailored to the
needs of the private sector and national security agencies, identifying threats with just one click.

What We Do
Cobwebs provides a leading AI-powered, user-friendly search engine for deep, automated web investigations.
Extract critical, intelligent insights with ease and efficiency from numerous internet sources.
Our platform is designed by security and intelligence experts, enabling insightful solutions to our customers.
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OUR PLATFORM
The leading, AI-powered, user-friendly search engine, designed to race through platforms and networks to make sure you
have access to everything you need. Gauge the state of your brand and digital assets using the most advanced tools.
Gain unmatched situational awareness with real-time insights, generated via online content monitoring. Immerse yourself
in torrents of relevant data, extracted from multiple web sources: social media, blogs, forums, news sites and much more.

Streamlined Artificial Intelligence
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from the web’s big data using the latest
machine learning algorithms, automatically generating critical insights.
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Key Features:
• Adaptive, live data analysis
• Real-time alerts for optimal responsiveness
• Endless coverage of data sources
• Seamless integration of new sources
• Automatic, non-human analysis of multiple languages
• Unconventional text and jargon querying
• Time-saving algorithms guaranteeing quick access to
valuable information

About the Company
Cobwebs Technologies utilizes sophisticated artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies
to deliver powerful threat intelligence. We decipher the intricacies of the web and users’ interests and
intentions by analyzing complex layers of both structured and unstructured data. Our process enables
organizations to streamline operations and make the most out of their resources by packing numerous
capabilities into a powerful, adaptive platform. Employing both passive and active systems, we are set to
handle modern hurdles and evolving challenges.
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